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In your congregation are members who feel like temptations always beat them into submission. They can’t seem to win a victory and they wonder if they’re not trying hard enough, or if God isn’t holding up His end of the bargain.

In the book, Transformation, Jim Ayer opens up about his own experience as a serial sinner and tells how he connected with the power that God has provided to change us from the inside out.

A companion study guide, Your Daily Journey to Transformation, Jim and Janene Ayer take individuals or small groups on a 12-week journey toward a transformed life—a life shaped and energized by the Holy Spirit.

“Behold, I make all things new,” says Jesus. See that promise fulfilled in your congregation and in your life.
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Junia the apostle
Nancy Vyhmeister
Questions have been raised about Junia’s identity, occupation, and her gender—the author not only investigates the answers but also the implications.

Theology in parish life
Skip Bell
How is interpretive theology attained in parish life?

The Bible, the ecosphere, and us: Ten key concepts
Humberto M. Rasi
Read the ten-concept list as to how Christians should relate to the natural environment and enhance human well-being.

The art of the pastoral visit
Michael W. Campbell
In this article, the author defines a pastoral visit and explains its importance.

Ministry lessons from the woman at the well
Sigve Tonstad
As you read this article, contemplate the meaning of the phrase “but he had to” in the story of Jesus’ choice to go through Samaria when other routes were available.
“I wish I had followed my own counsel in my earlier years of ministry.”

Mission to the cities

I just want to tell you how pleased I am with the May 2013 issue and its cluster of articles on “Mission to the Cities.” The international diversity of the writers was excellent as well as their direct experience with the topic. I have, since the 1960s, written about the priority that must be given to the reality of urbanization in pursuing the mission of Christ, and it is gratifying to see the church embrace this need in recent years.

I am praying that this issue of Ministry will be used by small groups of ministers around the world for reading and discussion. There is much packed into these relatively few pages and it needs careful consideration, unpacking, and discussion of how to apply the principles to the local setting. Really impacting the cities, as Ellen White envisioned, requires that clusters of pastors come together in these cities and talk about how to reach them; gather the best information about the attitudes, beliefs, and needs of the residents; and structure pilot projects to learn what will work best in their context and time.

Monte Sahlin, director of Research and Special Projects, Ohio Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Mount Vernon, Ohio, United States

Spending time with pastoral families

I recently read the editorial in the March 2013 issue entitled “Misguided Devotion,” by Derek J. Morris. I must admit that his article triggered some painful memories.

I found that in the first 15–20 years of my ministry I invested much of my time in “pastoral duties” to the detriment of my family. The pressures to produce and succeed in the cause of God, imposed by the “brethren” and self-imposed, took precedence. Naively believed I could be all things to all people. I very quickly discovered that was impossible. How could I be an administrator, counselor, evangelist, conflict consultant, grief specialist, church builder, and orator and also give quality and quantity time to my family?

I was absent from home, all too often, during the important times when my wife and children needed me. My children no longer attend church. My wife went to her death praying that our children would return. Yes, it is true, I place some blame on insensitive parishioners and teachers and their attitude toward pastors’ kids. But I am more greatly pained when I consider what part my absence played in their lack of a relationship with Jesus today.

I am so grateful for my wife’s heroic efforts to fill the role as mother and father.

Later in my ministry, I became wiser. I would not allow anything to interfere with my family day. Only in dire, dire emergencies would I break the custom. Once a quarter my wife and I would take a long weekend off for quantity and quality time. The congregations were aware of our custom and were delighted to support us. One of those weekends was our anniversary. When we returned, a large number of members showed up at our home with an evening meal and celebrated our anniversary with us.

I have shared with many a minister, young and older, “Don’t allow your church to become your mistress.” I wish I had followed my own counsel in my earlier years of ministry. I also wish someone would have directed me to the statement in The Adventist Home, page 353: “The minister’s duties lie around him, nigh and afar off; but his first duty is to his children. He should not become so engrossed with his outside duties as to neglect the instruction which his children need.”

A retired minister

Some labels are good

I greatly appreciated Dr. Hardinge’s article, “Should We Love People More Than the Health Message?” (March 2013). Do we have a health message? Yes! Do relationships come first? Absolutely! Dr. Hardinge’s story helps to emphasize how important that relational connection is.

However, signs or labels at potluck aren’t just about pride or grace. For some of us, they are life and death. I hope some churches that provide absolutely vital labels don’t read this article and think, Oh no, our labels are going to drive people out of the church. Some labels are good. For example, at one shared meal at church we had the following allergies: corn, strawberries, chocolate, dairy, peanuts, cheese, and egg whites. Don’t forget the label for sugar free for our diabetics.

Allergies are becoming a much bigger part of daily life for more Americans than we would like. If someone is nervous about a label, a church can simply state, “We do this for those who have allergies because we want everyone to feel included.”

Sharon Leukert, Jefferson, Texas, United States
The pastor as resident theologian

While seated on an hour-long flight, I could not help but overhear a nearby conversation between a young woman and an older man that lasted the entire duration of the flight. The respect she had for him became apparent as I observed her attentively paying attention to everything he said. Their conversation dealt with a variety of spiritual themes; and undoubtedly she was a willing student, desiring to soak in the wisdom he was sharing. She would usually start with the words “What do you think about . . . ?” He would then respond, “Well, I believe . . . .” They were engaged in what I have often referred to as performing the theological task.

At its core, theology is the study of God. But in developing that definition, I describe the pursuit of the aforementioned task as one in which a person attempts to understand who God is, how He relates to His creation (especially His created beings), what His expectations of us are, and what His short-term and long-term plans are for each of us as well as humanity and His church as a whole.

Real-life “theologians”

We all do theology. I recall my daughter, only three years old at the time, asking her mother and me one Sabbath afternoon as I was driving home from church, “Does God love the devil?” Another example, during my younger years, was a time when I, like others, questioned the logic espoused that if people were to enter a movie theater, the angels would not accompany them; rather, the angels would remain outside until the people came out. Such questions beg a solid theological explanation. We were “theologians” seeking answers to what were, for us, the big questions of life.

And this is where pastors (and let me add elders, youth leaders, and others with spiritual influence) enter the picture. We are the resident theologians in whatever setting the Holy Spirit has placed us. And performing this responsibility should not be limited to the preaching event. More often than not, it involves the often unexpected one-on-one encounter with church members who approach us with their recent musings—desiring solid biblical guidance so they can make sense of their own personal world.

Pastors live in three worlds: the Bible, the congregations they serve, and the communities in which the church buildings stand. We interact with Scriptures on a daily basis for our own spiritual growth and daily living; but in so doing, God may also use that interaction to speak to others through us. We relate to and with our church members and communities to better understand their worldview and then assist them in interpreting Scripture for themselves. A primary role we operate within consists of aiding them in responsibly performing the theological task and equipping them to properly think through the ramifications of God’s Word to and for them without engaging in eisegesis. I can personally attest to the reality that I did my best theology—both for myself and others—during my years of congregational ministry; for it was there where I faced the harshest realities of the great controversy between Christ and Satan both personally and professionally.

Questions, questions

This issue of Ministry contains several articles that ask a number of questions—again, responsible theology applies a hermeneutical rigor to the Scriptures as the inquirer analyzes the meaning(s) therein. In the lead article, Nancy Vyhmeister asks the question Who was Junia? After answering it, we then should want to know, What difference does it make for me in my life and ministry? In the ministry of the church? Sigve Tonstad, in examining John 4, asks the question, Why did Jesus have to go through Samaria? That He chose to travel a noncircuitous route must say something to us. Skip Bell examines the necessity of performing theology in the parish rather than treating it merely as a “scholarly enterprise.” He argues that pastors should be “interpretive theologians.” But beware! Performing such theology can be uncomfortable. This could create a significant degree of critical thinking that shakes people out of their status quo—their “this is the way we’ve always done things” approach to life.

I challenge each of us to be the theologians within and among our circles of influence that God has called us to be. Far from destroying our faith and the faith of others, this will build us into what Christ calls us to be: a people who “correctly handle” the Word of Truth (2 Tim. 2:15, NIV).

Tell us what you think about this article. Email MinistryMagazine@gc.adventist.org or visit www.facebook.com/MinistryMagazine.
Junia the apostle

The name Junia appears only once in the New Testament (NT). She is mentioned in a list of friends and coworkers in Rome to whom Paul sent greetings recorded in Romans 16. Through the years, questions have been raised about her identity, occupation, and especially her gender. In this article, we will look at some of these questions and also the implications of the answers.

Junia

The Greek of Romans 16:7 reads as follows: “Greet Andronicus and Junia who are my relatives and fellow prisoners, who are recognized in/by/among the apostles and were in Christ before me.” I have placed Junia, the phrase in/by/among, and the word apostles in italics because the identity of Junia is found in the interpretation of these words.

In Greek, all nouns take on recognized endings to show their case, that is, their function in the sentence. Here both Andronicus and Junia appear in the accusative case, as objects of the active verb “greet.” A masculine noun, the object of a verb, makes the form Andrónikon, which appears in this verse. The other name, Iounian, also in the accusative, is problematic.

The difference between the masculine Iounión and the feminine Iounían is only an accent. In truth, the oldest manuscripts, the uncials, are written in capital letters, without accents. Hence both genders would be given as IONIAN, leaving the reader to decide which gender Junia was.

To elucidate the gender of Junia, we will consider the use of the name in antiquity, the references to Junia by early Christian writers, and the name in ancient Greek NT manuscripts as well as in Greek New Testaments.

The name Junia in antiquity

In spite of the statement by Wayne Grudem and John Piper that Junia was not a common female name in the Greek-speaking world, Junia was a commonly used female Roman name; it meant “youthful.” Derived from the goddess Juno, the name appears more than 250 times in Rome in first-century records alone. There Junia is often found on tombstones. The name also appears in first-century inscriptions in Ephesus, Didyma, Lydia, Troas, and Bythinia. The best-known Junia is the half-sister of Brutus and wife of Cassius.

Were the name masculine, it should have been Junias in Greek, or Junius in Latin. The name Junius is well attested. However, no attestation for Junias exists in any inscription, letterhead, piece of writing, epitaph or literary work of the New Testament period. Some have suggested that Iou̱niás would have been a short form of Iou̱nianós, but that name is not evident either. According to Linda Belleville, “Iou̱niás as a contraction of Iou̱nianós originates in the English-speaking world with Thayer” in 1885.

Early Christian references

In his commentary on Romans, Joseph Fitzmyer listed 16 Christian Greek and Latin writers of the first millennium who understood Junia in Romans 16:7 to be a woman. Among these, the earliest is Origen (ca. 185–254), whose commentary on Romans was translated by Rufinus (ca. 345–410) into Latin, and quoted by Rabanus Maurus (ca. 776–856). In his Liber de Nominibus Hebraicis, Jerome (ca. 345–419) lists the name as Junia.

From John Chrysostom (ca. 344–407) to Peter Abelard (1079–1142), Greek and Latin commentators on the Epistle to the Romans used the feminine name Junia. The only exceptions: Ambrosiaster (late fourth century) and Atto of Vercelli (925–960) used Julia, a female.

Those who want Junia to be a male have made much of the Index Discipulorum, attributed to Epiphanius (ca. 315–403), where the masculine Junias appears. However, Belleville notes that Epiphanius also calls Priscilla a male and makes her a bishop of Colophon, while her husband Aquila was bishop of Hēraclea—two very different locations. “Both the gender confusion and the disparate locations call into question the overall reliability of the document,” Belleville concludes.

Aegidius of Rome (1245–1316) was the first church writer to make Andronicus and Junia “those honorable men.” Interestingly, this corresponds to the time when Pope Boniface VIII, well remembered for his difficulties with Dante, decreed in 1298 that all nuns were to be permanently cloistered.
Junia in ancient Greek NT manuscripts

Whether the scribe of an uncial manuscript meant to write Iouniān or Iouniān would be immaterial. The letters would be capitalized and unaccented: IONIAN. The gender of this person must be found elsewhere.

Minuscule manuscripts began to appear after the seventh century. In fact, uncial manuscripts were recopied in minuscule, forcing the use of accents. These manuscripts had Iouniān, making Junia feminine. According to Eldon Epp, no Greek minuscule manuscripts used the masculine Iouniān.16

The UBS Greek New Testament notes at least 20 minuscule NT manuscripts that use the feminine Iouniān. Among them, the oldest are 081 (from 1044) and 104 (from 1087). The latest is 2200 from the fourteenth century.17

More than once, in NT manuscripts and writings about this chapter, the name in verse 7 is given as Julia, who appears later in Romans 16:15. This can be seen in P46, an uncial manuscript from about the year 200.18 In any case, Julia is a feminine name.

Richard Bauckham surmises that Junia of Romans 16:7 is Ioanna of Luke 8:3 and 24:10. Her Roman name would be easier to pronounce, and her relation with Jesus would certainly put her as a Christian before Paul. Andronicus was either a second husband or a Roman name taken by Chuza.19

The name in printed Greek New Testaments

According to Epp’s table, 38 Greek New Testaments, beginning with Erasmus (1516) through Eberhard Nestle in 1920, use the name Iounian, indicating feminine gender for Junia. During those centuries, there is only one exception: Alford in the nineteenth century uses the masculine form but puts the feminine in the apparatus.20

From the Nestle version of 1927 through the UBS Greek New Testament of 1993, only the Hodges-Farstad New Testament of 1982 uses the feminine; the other 14 versions use the masculine, often without an alternate explanation in the apparatus. This trend is reversed with the 1994 Kurt Aland and the UBS 1998 versions, which return to the feminine with no alternate reading.21

Junia in modern language translations

The seven earliest English versions, from Tyndale (1525–1534) to the KJV (1611), all have Junia as a woman. From the Revised Version (1881) until the New Living Translation (1996), 21 English translations have the masculine, while 10 have the feminine.22 Of this tendency, Scot McKnight notes ruefully: Junia Is Not Alone; women, he says, have not taken or been allowed their proper place in ministry.23

Some recent English translations still have the masculine, no doubt because their parent translations did so, and the masculine form was in the Greek NT from which these versions were translated.

Paul recognized her as one of the apostles, a woman who was willing to suffer for the gospel she was busily spreading.

These manuscripts had Iouniān, making Junia feminine. According to Eldon Epp, no Greek minuscule manuscripts used the masculine Iouniān.16

The UBS Greek New Testament notes at least 20 minuscule NT manuscripts that use the feminine Iouniān. Among them, the oldest are 081 (from 1044) and 104 (from 1087). The latest is 2200 from the fourteenth century.17

More than once, in NT manuscripts and writings about this chapter, the name in verse 7 is given as Julia, who appears later in Romans 16:15. This can be seen in P46, an uncial manuscript from about the year 200.18 In any case, Julia is a feminine name.

Richard Bauckham surmises that Junia of Romans 16:7 is Ioanna of Luke 8:3 and 24:10. Her Roman name would be easier to pronounce, and her relation with Jesus would certainly put her as a Christian before Paul. Andronicus was either a second husband or a Roman name taken by Chuza.19

During those centuries, there is only one exception: Alford in the nineteenth century uses the masculine form but puts the feminine in the apparatus.20

From the Nestle version of 1927 through the UBS Greek New Testament of 1993, only the Hodges-Farstad New Testament of 1982 uses the feminine; the other 14 versions use the masculine, often without an alternate explanation in the apparatus. This trend is reversed with the 1994 Kurt Aland and the UBS 1998 versions, which return to the feminine with no alternate reading.21

Notable among or noticed by

The Greek phrase episēmoi en has been problematic to some. Is Junia one of the apostles? Or is she recognized by the apostles? The Latin Vulgata has Junia as “notable among the apostles (nobiles in apostolis).”

John Chrysostom wrote the following on Andronicus and Junia in his comment on Romans 16:7:

Such are the French Louis Segond, the Spanish Biblia de las Américas, the 1995 revision of the Spanish Reina-Valera, the New American Standard Bible (NASB), the Contemporary English Version (CEV), and The Message, among others. One wonders, however, how much the translator’s bias is shown in such a translation.

Paul recognized her as one of the apostles, a woman who was willing to suffer for the gospel she was busily spreading.
Who are of note among the Apostles. And indeed to be apostles at all is a great thing. But to be even amongst these of note, just consider what a great encomium this is! But they were of note owing to their works, to their achievements. Oh! how great is the devotion (philosophia) of this woman, that she should be even counted worthy of the appellation apostle!²⁴

Very little discussion on the issue of Junia’s apostleship appears until late in the nineteenth century. William Sanday and Arthur Headlam noted in their 1895 commentary on Romans: the word could also be translated “notable.” The Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic Domains has this definition: “Pertaining to being well known or outstanding, either because of positive or negative characteristics— ‘outstanding,’ ‘famous,’ ‘notorious,’ ‘infamous.’”²⁸

Beginning around 1900, the idea that the name was Junia, a woman, esteemed by the apostles, was circulated in commentaries by several authors.²⁹ Since it was understood that only a man could be an apostle, Junia could not be an apostle, but she could be esteemed by the apostles.

In 2001, Michael Burer and Daniel Wallace presented a reexamination of Romans 16:7. They proposed that Junia was a woman and that she and Andronicus were admired by the apostles. After noting what they perceived to be an error of those who took the inclusive position, they found evidence for their own exclusive position in the study of ancient documents.³²

Episēmoi en tois apostólois must mean “notable to the apostles.”

Three major responses to their paper came from Bauckham, Belleville, and Epp.³³

Bauckham analyzed the study by Burer and Wallace and challenged their findings.³⁴ Belleville replicated

Whatever the specific meaning of the word, apostles makes up a special group of people who carried out Christ’s mission, much as Paul did.

Junia is of course a common Roman name and in that case the two would probably be husband and wife; Junias on the other hand is less usual as a man’s name. . . . If, as is probable, Andronicus and Junia are included among the apostles . . . , then it is more probable that the name is masculine.³⁵

The adjective episēmoi refers to something that has a distinguishing mark, as in stamped precious metal. The word may be used to signal that a thing or person is considered very good, as in Romans 16:7, or very bad, as when it is applied to Barabbas in Matthew 27:16 where the NRSV translates “notorious.”³⁶

According to the International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, the word refers to something of note, a thing or person who is eminent or worthy of attention.²⁷ The word could also be variedly translated as “in,” “among,” “on,” or even “with” or “by.”³¹ The word denotes location and means and is normally followed by a word in the dative case, as is tois apostólois here.

Which meaning does en have here? Are Andronicus and Junia recognized as being apostles? Were they notable among the apostles? This is the inclusive view. Or are they recognized by the apostles as notable outsiders, not as apostles? This is the exclusive view.

In 1994, the Textual Commentary to the UBS Greek New Testament noted the following: “Some members [of the UBS Committee], considering it unlikely that a woman would be among those styled ‘apostles,’ understood the name to be masculine.”³⁰

It is immediately apparent that the crux of the issue is the understanding of the preposition en, which can be translated as “in,” “among,” “on,” or even “with” or “by.”³¹ The word denotes location and means and is normally followed by a word in the dative case, as is tois apostólois here.

In 2002, Eldon Epp wrote an extensive article that became the basis for his 2005 book, Junia: The First Woman Apostle.³³ In it he made a study of the Burer and Wallace and gave biblical evidence to show their error. She showed that the preposition en plus the dative is normally inclusive. For example, Matthew 2:6: Bethlehem is by no means least “‘among the rulers of Judah’” (NRSV). She also found Hellenistic parallels of the phrase episēmoi en tois, which clearly are inclusive. In Lucian’s Dialogues of the Dead 438, she found one exact parallel to Romans 16:7: “Most distinguished among whom were our rich countryman Ismenodorus and . . . ”³⁵ Further she found instances of poor research techniques and mistaken reporting.³⁶ Belleville’s conclusion was clear: Junia was a woman and one of the apostles.³⁷ In 2002, Eldon Epp wrote an extensive article that became the basis for his 2005 book, Junia: The First Woman Apostle.
well-documented case for Junia as a woman and one of the apostles.

The apostles

The question of who are these apostles arises. Obviously, these are not the Twelve. In 1 Corinthians 12:28, Paul makes reference to the spiritual gift of apostleship. Had Andronicus and Junia received this gift? We know very little except the meaning of the word apostolos: “one who is sent.” If Andronicus and Junia were sent or commissioned, who sent her?

Whatever the specific meaning of the word, apostles make up a special group of people who carried out Christ’s mission, much as Paul did. Richard Bauckham suggests that Paul refers to apostles of Christ, like himself, who have been commissioned by the risen Christ, and who, together with the Twelve of the Synoptics, form a larger group.9 Origen stated that Andronicus and Junia were among the seventy-two sent out by Jesus.40

John of Damascus (ca. 6757–749) noted about Junia: “To be called apostles is a great thing. . . . But to be even amongst these of note, just consider what a great encomium this is.”

Ute Eisen points out: “In the Liturgikon, the missal of the Byzantine Church, Junia is honored to this day . . . as an apostle, together with fifty-six male apostles and the two ‘like to the apostles,’ Mary Magdalene and Thecla.”42

Craig Keener observes the following:

It is also unnatural to read the text as merely claiming that they had a high reputation with “the apostles.” Since they were imprisoned with him, Paul knows they well enough to recommend them without appealing to the other apostles, whose judgment he never cites on such matters. . . . Paul nowhere limits the apostolic company to the Twelve plus himself, as some have assumed (see especially 1 Cor. 15:5–11). Those who favor the view that Junia was not a female apostle do so because of their prior assumption that women could not be apostles, not because of any evidence in the text.43

Conclusion

It is difficult to complete this study without finding that Paul is referring to a woman named Junia, who, together with Andronicus (probably her husband), was part of the NT group of apostles. Paul recognized her as one of the apostles, a woman who was willing to suffer for the gospel she was busily spreading.

1 Author’s translation.
5 Ibid., see also Belleville, “Re-examination,” 241.
6 Belleville, “Re-examination,” 234.
9 Belleville, “Re-examination,” 239.

Tell us what you think about this article. Email MinistryMagazine@gc.adventist.org or visit www.facebook.com/MinistryMagazine.
Theology in parish life

Theology has distanced itself from the issues of daily life, but this was not always so. The Protestant Reformation sought to transform lives through theological reform by proclaiming God and His ways to common people with evangelistic fervor. Theology changed political, economic, and social life. The eighteenth-century Enlightenment altered that influence, seeking to reform society through reason and science. Universities multiplied, sciences formed their divisions, and theology was assigned to the academy.

In the European Enlightenment, especially in Germany, a new kind of university arose and with it came the notion that a university is organized by its “sciences”; that is, by discrete, corporate bodies of knowledge and inquiry, each with its jargon, methods of research, and distinctive subject matter. Given these developments, it was inevitable that if theology were to have a place in the universities, it, too, would have to be a “science” in this new sense of the word.

By the twentieth century, theology was recognized as a scholarly enterprise for universities and clergy rather than for Christians or their parishes. This narrowing of theology was first inclusive of clergy, then the notion of special science led to a professionalization and gradual distancing of professional theologians from pastoral life.

As an academic field, it existed in contrast (and sometimes competition) with biblical studies, ethics, history, and practical theology. In this sense it was part of the minister’s education. However, the actual exposure of the student to this very specific and sometimes formidable subject tended to be limited to one or two introductory courses. “Theology” is officially part of what clergy study. Unofficially, it has become distant and marginal.

In the modern age, the pastor is introduced to theology in the seminary and expected to disperse a survey knowledge, while theology itself is the property and function of the theologian. Thus, a linear view of theology to practice has been established for pastoral ministry.

This linear view of theology to practice and the consequent distancing of theology from parish life is both untenable and unbiblical. Parish life demands an organic approach to theology among Christian believers. Edward Farley offers, "Theology is a deliberate, focused, and self-conscious thinking that has its origin in faith’s need to interpret itself and its situation. Theology is stirred into existence as believers struggle for clarity and understanding." I agree. Theology is as essential and universal to the Christian experience as is prayer, worship, and service.

I am suggesting the term interpretive theology as a means for representing theology in parish life. Interpretive theology is the reflectively acquired wisdom of God formed in a particular life situation. Reflection in interpretive theology describes a process that seeks meaning through Scripture, faith, narrative, and a spiritually grounded experience. Special revelation providing truth about God in inspired Scripture is primary and central to the integrity of interpretive theology. By faith, I mean the merged expression of our Spirit-led personal hope in God with the beliefs of our faith tradition. By narrative, I mean the larger story that provides the framework for meaning making. By spiritually grounded experience, I mean prayerful reflection in the midst of a particular situation, characterized by seeking God in prayer, dialogue with others who share faith, critical thinking, and pleading for God’s understanding.

The term wisdom of God in interpretive theology suggests that theology is more than knowledge. Theology transforms the way one goes about living.

What is distinctive about interpretive theology? Engaged in interpretive theology, every believer is called to find meaning through theological understanding. That distinction is also its promise. A Christian movement remains healthy only when believers seek theological understanding in the process of their daily lives.

Interpretive theology does not detract from the centeredness of inspired Scripture. To declare that Scripture expresses its meaning within human experience is not to limit it by human experience. Interpretive theology does not remove the center of our atonement.
from Christ but identifies the importance of hearing the gospel in the moment. Thus, the Gospel writers interpret the life of Jesus so that we, those who accept Christ, might believe and follow in the context of our situations.

**The sources of interpretive theology**

Scripture is the starting point and center of interpretive theology. Truth exists apart from human experience. Our human efforts to understand truth, however, are flawed and dependent on divine guidance. Thus, a high view of interpretation requires placing it in the context of a larger narrative. Brad Kallenberg, in his examination of the power of narratives to form human experience, relates, “The contexts that make sense out of human action are stories or narratives. To explain an action is simply to provide the story that gives the act its context.”

Throughout redemptive history, God has revealed Himself to His creation within the narrative of a specific historical context, transforming the narrative into a vehicle for inspired truth. The primary Scripture narrative is the gospel of salvation in Jesus Christ. At other times, narrative is more humble and limited from a human perspective; it can be seen as formative in the process of meaning making but not normative.

Spirituely grounded experience is respected as a source for theological understanding—not apart from Scripture, faith, and narrative but merged with those sources. Experience is spiritually grounded when we submit our lives to what God seeks to communicate to us within a situation. That happens in prayerful reflection with Scripture, dialogue with the faith of others, critical thinking characterized by pleading for God’s understanding, and listening for God in prayer in the midst of the experience.

These four sources—Scripture, faith, narrative, and spiritually grounded experience—represent the sources of interpretive theology but are not a closed-end list. The varied sources of interpretive theology underscore the complexity of making sense in life.

**Pastors as interpretive theologians**

Preparation for professional ministry in the modern age evolved into four areas: Bible, theology, church history, and practice. Over time, these divisions formed distinct definitions and hardened their boundaries. An underlying inference accompanying this departmentalization was the idea that theological education is a linear progression from theory to practice.

A more organic vision for ministerial development is needed. Why? Because the theory to practice assumption and concurrent departmentalization is a reflection of the ever-present division of life itself into the realms of spiritual and practical. We accept these premises precisely because they fit our common

---

*A Christian movement remains healthy only when believers seek theological understanding in the process of their daily lives.*

Scripture does not confine interpretation to merely transporting ancient meanings. The Scriptures do not dissolve thinking in the present like the wave of a magician’s wand. A high view of Scripture as an inspired source coexists with a reflectively acquired wisdom of God formed in the midst of common life.

The faith of our community, though not normative, contributes to the formation of our lives. Interpretive theology is bound up with the redemptive initiative of God in our shared lives and will thus have something to do with the history and tradition that have formed our faith community.

The traditions of our Christian faith arose through the narratives, symbols, and events of those who moved through the spaces of their history. The traditions may be seen as earlier acts of interpretation. They live in the rich ambiguities and temporal meanings of human experience and summon us to reinterpretation in the time and place we experience.

Interpreting meaning within a situation requires placing it in the context of a larger narrative. Brad Kallenberg, in his...
ministry from the church membership. In Protestant Christianity, this characteristic is especially disturbing; a theology of "every believer a minister" is espoused while in practice a separation is maintained.

Understanding the pastor as an interpretive theologian is made easier if we contrast the attributes of the pastor who has denied this characteristic. The first attribute of such denial is reflection of secular culture. Apart from theological engagement, pastoral ministry becomes a reflection of life made relevant in secular culture.

The second attribute is the captivity of the church to bureaucracy. Institutions of our society (government, business, schools, and the church) take on necessary and orderly bureaucratic roles. Without interpretive theology, a pastor interprets success around the definitions these institutions provide: statistics, meetings, stewardship, or buildings. This captivity can lead a minister to abandon the meaning making role of the interpretive theologian and still be considered a success in ministry.

The third attribute is moralism. A pastor may define what should and should not be done to establish esteem as a good citizen in a specific society. One becomes a standard bearer, fulfilling one’s obligation to the congregation and community. In such moralism the definitions of civility formed by culture replace the more spiritually grounded characteristics of Christlike living.

The fourth attribute is individual salvation marked by isolation. In the absence of interpretive theology, personal salvation is seen as separate from reflection on public issues such as education, health care, justice, and the environment. In such separation, the witness of the gospel in public life is hindered.

Henri Nouwen calls for the restoration of theology inseparably woven into the life of the minister.

Without solid theological reflection, future leaders will be little more than pseudo-psychologists, pseudo-sociologists, pseudo-social workers. They will think of themselves as enablers, facilitators, role models . . . , and thus join the countless men and women who make a living by trying to help their fellow human beings cope with the stresses and strains of everyday living.²

A pastor cannot fulfill responsibly his or her calling without engaging in interpretive theology. Ministers are people themselves who experience illnesses, their families, economic challenges, justice, grief, and other life issues. They must interpret their lives. Faithfulness demands theological thinking. But there is more.

Attaining interpretive theology in parish life

The sources of interpretive theology must be engaged within the present moment of life experience by the one living the life, not by professional proxy. Faith develops when the Word finds a hearing in the events of life and the believer engages in the interpretive process.

The idea of interpretive theology thus repudiates the theology-believer distinction. To remove interpretive theology from the life of the believer would be to ask him or her to assign his or her thinking to pastors or scholars in the university. Craig Dykstra defines theology in parish life as "wisdom, which includes, in my view, not only insight and understanding, but also the kind of judgment, skill, commitment, and character that full participation in practices both requires and nurtures."³ Those matters in life itself are the dialectic of interpretive theology in the experience of the believer.

Tools of interpretive theology

How is interpretive theology attained in parish life? Obviously, time with Scripture and learning the accompanying hermeneutical skills are primary and the first tools. Pastors, and indeed all who believe, are called to develop appreciation for the Word of God among those who would be disciples. Pastors develop theological understanding among those they serve. Listening is the second powerful tool exercised by the professional minister and developed as an attribute of the believer in the parish. Within every faith community are stories that carry the values, beliefs, and practices of the people. These must be heard and interpreted. In her extensive work on the art of listening, Nancy Ammerman calls these narratives “the building blocks of individual and collective religious identities.”⁴

Rituals are among the important narratives in a faith community. Edward Farley asserts the theological process of parish life through examining ritual in the following:

Sacramental activities include not only the typical Protestant sacraments of divine presence in the church (baptism and Communion), but ritual and liturgical activities occurring in the dramas, perils, crisis, and turning points of human life (marriage, burial, sickness, departures, and so forth). Caring activities are conducted not simply toward individual members of the community of faith (of pastoral care), but include the church’s postures, agendas, and strategies toward all social corruption and oppression. . . . Any adequate account of the nature and agenda of these activities would involve the exercise of the dialectic of theological understanding toward each one.⁵

The common rituals not bound up with doctrinal experience, such as the manner of arrival for worship, greetings, governance, or fellowship and displays of hospitality, take on a narrative in themselves of the values and beliefs of a parish. They provide a ground for interpretive theology.

Conversation is a third tool. Interpretive theology acknowledges that people come to faith through judgments of their conscience shaped through open and free dialogue in the context of their life situations.
Faithfulness is an understanding of life, not a mere expression of loyalty to the institutions of the church. Conversation thus must be reckoned within influencing matters of ecclesiology; the idea of faith being formed in our conversations around our situations eschews a strictly authoritarian view of the church. Belief is formed through examining experience and testing sources within a context of community with conversation a part of that examination.

Critical thinking is a fourth important tool of interpretive theology. When a person decides not to shop where clothing produced by child labor is sold, that is critical thinking in a life situation. For a pastor, the leadership challenge of meaning making in such life issues is expressed in example and exhortation. The goal in exhortation is that critical thinking in a life situation. The reflection necessarily assumes and claims an interpretive process that seeks meaning and illumination through the joined sources of Scripture, faith, narrative, and spiritually grounded experience.

This requires an organic approach to theology that defines the life of one engaged in pastoral ministry. Identifying ministry as a practice becomes inadequate. The linear idea of theology to practices is rejected. Both pastors and parishioners are called to be theologians who live in relationship with God and recognize His saving work in the midst of the common events of their daily lives. Serving a parish competently implies forming the interpretive process that seeks meaning and illumination within the life of the believer. Tools in the process of interpretive theology are first the engagement with the Word, then listening, conversation, and critical thinking. Rather than approached as a distinct element, theological formation is integrated throughout the life of the parish. Theology and ministry are joined.

Conclusion
Interpretive theology is the reflectively acquired wisdom of God formed in a particular life situation. The reflection necessarily assumes and claims an interpretive process that seeks meaning and illumination through the joined sources of Scripture, faith, narrative, and spiritually grounded experience.

This requires an organic approach to theology that defines the life of one engaged in pastoral ministry. Identifying ministry as a practice becomes inadequate. The linear idea of theology to practices is rejected. Both pastors and parishioners are called to be theologians who live in relationship with God and recognize His saving work in the midst of the common events of their daily lives. Serving a parish competently implies forming the interpretive process that seeks meaning and illumination within the life of the believer. Tools in the process of interpretive theology are first the engagement with the Word, then listening, conversation, and critical thinking. Rather than approached as a distinct element, theological formation is integrated throughout the life of the parish. Theology and ministry are joined.

We are seeing the young and old falling in love with prayer and experiencing revival as they experience united prayer at our ARME Bible camps. We have often seen young people coming back to the prayer meeting room, saying, “I can’t stay away. I’m addicted to this place.”

Allyson, a 14-year-old, visited the prayer meeting room one day, then she came back the next day and spent eight hours there. This is her testimony: “I was raised a Seventh-day Adventist and have always attended meetings and Bible camps. I grew up knowing our doctrines and professing to have a relationship with God. However, something was always missing, it was never real for me. After coming to the prayer meeting room, I realized why I had no power in my life. I was missing prayer; I was missing a genuine and powerful prayer life.”

In another prayer meeting room, an individual anonymously left a watch and a note behind that read: “This watch is not considered lost but surrendered. I should not have purchased it, and I confess it has become an idol to me. I knew better than to have bought it when I did, and I no longer can keep it. God has revealed to me it is only one layer between Him and me . . . and now I have one layer less.”

People are experiencing revival and reformation through the power of united prayer.

― Martin Kim is the communications director for Adventist Southeast Asia Projects and serves as prayer director for ARME Ministries.

1 ARME is an acronym for Adventist Renewal Movement for the End Times.
2 For more information about united prayer, please visit www.unitedprayer4HT.com.
The Bible, the ecosphere, and us: Ten key concepts

The Lord would have us treat the earth as a precious treasure, lent us in trust.

Fifty years ago, U.S. marine biologist Rachel Carson published the book Silent Spring, which focused on the harm caused by widespread use of chemical pesticides on the planet and its living organisms, particularly on birds. Her book, which was widely read and discussed, launched the modern environmental movement.

A few years later, in 1967, the journal Science published the text of a conference lecture by medieval historian Lynn White Jr., titled “The Historical Roots of Our Ecologic Crisis,” where he stated that “Christianity made it possible to exploit nature in a mood of indifference to the feelings of natural objects.”

Although both Carson’s and White’s theses have been criticized, the environmental movement has nevertheless continued to grow, and, at times, has assumed quasi-religious characteristics. Some Christians, for their part, believe that since this world will be destroyed at Jesus’ second coming, we should not be overly concerned about what happens to our earthly home and its creatures.

How should Bible-believing Christians respond to environmental degradation? What do the Scriptures teach us about our responsibility toward our earthly home and its inhabitants? Adventist pastors, teachers, and others involved in Christian ministry and education are frequently asked to respond to these questions. In doing so, we need to remember that the Bible presents a worldview outlining the origin, meaning, purpose, and destiny of God’s creation and, in particular, human beings.

Worldview implications for our approach to the environment

Because ideas have consequences, the biblical worldview has clear implications for the way we relate to our natural environment and its creatures. As philosopher Douglas Groothuis stated, “The Christian worldview neither deifies nature nor denigrates its worth. According to the Bible, creation is not divine and should never be worshiped. Yet it is neither intrinsically evil nor illusory, so it should be treated with respect.” Thus the best approach to environmental responsibility is theocentric—not anthropocentric or ecocentric—and firmly anchored in the Bible.

A careful reading of the Scriptures reveals that humans were placed by God in a dual relationship with the animals He created. On the one hand, we are expected to care for them as God cares for us. On the other hand, we share our creatureliness with them. We are distinctive among the other creatures but have a degree of kinship with them since we all depend on Him for our existence and sustenance and share the planet with them.

The more significant concepts, based on the biblical worldview, on how Christians should relate to the natural environment and enhance human well-being can be outlined as follows:

1. God brought into existence, remains involved in, and cares about His entire creation. Like an accomplished artist who steps back to contemplate his masterpiece-in-progress, at each stage during the first week of human history, the Creator regards the results of His work as “good” (Gen. 1:4, 10, 12, 18, 21, 25). And after He forms and gives life to the first man and woman, placing them in a perfect habitat surrounded by luxurious vegetation and living creatures of all kinds, He surveys “all that he had made” and declares it “very good” (v. 31). In fact, God twice blesses the living organisms He created on the fifth and sixth days (vv. 22, 28).

God later gives specific instructions regarding the sabbatical rest that the soil requires to recover its fertility; provides directions regarding the care of trees, birds, and beasts of burden (Lev. 19:23; Deut. 20:19, 20; 22:6, 7; 25:4); and ensures provision for the food and rest needed by both domestic and wild animals (Exod. 23:10–12; Job 38:39–41; Pss. 104:10, 11, 14, 21, 27, 28; 145:15, 16; 147:8, 9). He affirms His...
sole ownership of everything that exists (Job 41:11; Ps. 50:9–11) and submits the orderly cosmos as incontrovertible evidence of His creative and sustaining power (Isa. 40:25, 26, 28; 45:12, 18). God’s concern encompasses not only the well-being of the people of a large metropolis but also their cattle (Jon. 4:10, 11). For those reasons, we should not wantonly destroy that which He created and sustains. In fact, according to the Bible, at the end of time God will bring severe judgment against those “who destroy the earth” (Rev. 11:18).

2. God created the cosmos and life on this planet as an integrated and dynamic system. The orderly sequence of events that took place during that first week reveals the Creator’s amazing intelligence and power, as can be seen in the interconnectedness of the earth’s ecosphere and the interrelation of our planet with the broader cosmos (Acts 17:24, 25; Rom. 1:19, 20; Heb. 11:3). The first six days witnessed the appearance of light; the separation of the waters on the earth from the waters in the atmosphere; the emergence of the dry land; the genesis of all types of vegetation; the appearance of the sun, the moon, the planets, and the stars; and the creation of birds and the water creatures as well as of the land animals.11 In Job and Psalms, God poetically describes His sustaining role in the regular operation of the universe and of life on this planet, and clearly indicates the interdependence of the global ecosystem He designed (Job 38:4–41; see also Pss. 65:9–13; 104:1–33). This means that when humans seriously damage one aspect of the created order, another facet may suffer the consequences, at times irreversibly. In view of the delicate balance and resiliency with which God endowed His creation, we have the privilege to foster and maintain it.

3. God gave humans the ability to make choices and assume responsibility for their consequences. On the sixth day of the first week, as the crowning act of creation on this planet’s ecosystem, God brought into existence Adam and Eve, fashioning them in the divine “‘image’” and “‘likeness’” (Gen. 1:26, 27; 2:21). Not only were they endowed with rationality, moral awareness, and the ability to speak but also with the capacity to plan, choose, and otherwise act. In addition, God communicated to them the limits of their freedom and warned them of the dire consequences of disobedience (Gen. 2:16). We still possess the ability to reason from cause to effect, to make decisions, and act upon them (Deut. 30:15, 19; John 6:66, 67; Rev. 3:20; 22:17). Some of the choices we make have an impact on fellow human beings, our natural environment, and its living organisms and subdue it” (Gen. 1:28).12 As the descendants of the first couple, we are also expected to manage carefully that which has been entrusted to us, ensuring that we develop it wisely and pass it on to enhanced future generations.

4. God entrusted to humans the use, care, and expansion of the human domain of this planet’s ecosphere. The words of the Creation record are clear: “‘Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground’” (Gen. 1:26). God then “took the man and put him in the Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it” (Gen. 2:15; see also Ps. 8:3–8). These statements suggest three principles. First, the bountiful resources of creation were made available to humans for their sustenance and well-being. Second, humans should relate to the ecosphere with sensible care and concern (Deut. 11:11–15; Prov. 12:10; Hosea 2:18; Luke 13:15). Third, humans would expand this inhabited ecosphere eventually to include the entire planet: “‘Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and multiply and subdue it’” (Gen. 1:28).12 As the descendants of the first couple, we are also expected to manage carefully that which has been entrusted to us, ensuring that we develop it wisely and pass it on to enhanced future generations.

5. Human disobedience and rebellion resulted in harm for the ecosphere. Although God had created a harmonious habitat for Adam and Eve and surrounded them with beautiful creatures, their disobedience resulted in a dramatically altered natural environment. As a consequence, the first couple’s inner peace, mutual relationships, and well-

In view of the delicate balance and resiliency with which God endowed His creation, we have the privilege to foster and maintain it.
ago in order “to seek and to save what was lost” (Luke 19:10) and to respond to human need (John 5:17; 10:10). By taking on human nature and living on this earth, Jesus dignified the entire creation. In fact, He was born in a manger, accompanied by some of the animals He had originally created (Luke 2:7, 8, 12, 16). In His parables and illustrations, He revealed a thorough understanding of the natural world, from which He drew spiritual lessons, for example, from the farmer working on different soils, the mustard seed, the lost sheep, the fig tree, and lightning (Luke 8:4–8; Matt. 13:31, 32; Luke 15:3–6; Matt. 24:32; Luke 17:24). Jesus called the attention of His hearers to the delicate beauty of the lilies of the field and reminded them that not even the sparrows “will fall to the ground apart from the will of your Father” (Matt. 10:29). Yet He stated that humans are “much more valuable” than “the birds of the air” (Matt. 6:26; see also Luke 12:7). Jesus also acknowledged, through a parable and a miracle, the actions of an evil agent that had distorted the original harmony and wholeness of creation (Matt. 13:24–28). Thus, Jesus Christ modeled for us how to interact both with our fellow human beings and the rest of creation.

7. God endowed men and women with rationality and inventiveness to study, utilize, and enhance His creation.

Since humans were designed in the Creator’s image and likeness, we are endowed with similar but limited abilities to observe, plan, and act within our environment (Gen. 2:15, 19, 20). Adam and Eve’s immediate descendants, for example, raised cattle, worked the soil, fabricated tents, built cities, composed music, and manufactured tools (Gen. 4:2, 17, 20–22). Solomon, gifted by God with special wisdom, achieved renown for his careful study of the flora and fauna of his time and place (1 Kings 3:5–15; 4:29–34). By observation, trial and error, and ingenuity, the progeny of the first couple developed the mechanical, scientific, and technological innovations that characterize modern civilization. Regrettably, some of these advances have had a negative impact on the environment. Thus, when we study and also responsibly use natural resources to meet human need and promote sustainable development—enhancing human and animal well-being—we are utilizing our God-given talents for the benefit of His entire creation.

8. God instructed humans on the principles that foster wellness, even in a fallen, imperfect world.

God designed Adam and Eve’s diet to consist of seeds and fruits: “I give you every seed-bearing plant on the face of the whole earth and every tree that has fruit with seed in it. They will be yours for food,” while the animals were to feed on plants (Gen. 1:29, 30). After the Fall, herbs were added to the human diet (Gen. 3:18, 19); and following the Flood, God specified the types of animals, birds, and fish whose flesh humans could eat with the proviso that their lifeblood should be drained off (Gen. 9:3, 4; Lev. 17:10–14). Later, He specifically identified the animals whose flesh was suitable for human consumption but stipulated that the fat should be removed from the meat (Lev. 3:17; 11:1–47; Deut. 14:3–20). The Bible also recommends simplicity, regularity, and economy in eating and drinking (Eccles. 10:17; John 6:10–13; 1 Cor. 10:31) as well as a trustful attitude based on God’s assurance that He cares for us (Matt. 6:25–34). In addition, contact with the natural environment can enhance our physical and mental health. Ultimately, the way we treat our bodies is important because God created us as integrated units (Luke 10:25–28; 1 Thess. 5:23; Heb. 10:15, 16), chooses to dwell in us through His Spirit, and through our brain perceptions He interacts with us (1 Cor. 3:16, 17). Thus, God encourages us to follow those wise principles and enjoy their benefits.

9. God set aside the seventh day of the week as a special time to rest, renew, and remember.

After completing His creative work on planet Earth, God rested on this day not because He was tired but to provide a healthy pause in the weekly cycle for the benefit of humans and animals (Gen. 2:2, 3; Exod. 20:8–11; 31:17). This occurred thousands of years before the Israelites emerged as a nation. In fact, Jesus declared that this day was specially designated to promote the well-being of men and women, regardless of their religious convictions (Mark 2:27), as well as of His entire creation. Above all, when we rest on the seventh-day Sabbath, we acknowledge the Creator.

10. God will bring about a total renewal and restoration of this planet and its ecosphere when Jesus returns to earth.

As indicated above, the current condition of the planet and its inhabitants is not what the Creator designed and intended at the beginning. The Bible states that, because of the Fall, “the whole creation has been groaning . . . up to the present time” (Rom. 8:22) and that our decaying environment will reach a point of no return (Isa. 51:6; 2 Pet. 3:10–13). The Scriptures also predict a future time where harmony between humans and animals will be restored ( Isa. 11:6–9) and a “new heaven and a new earth” will be their habitation (Rev. 21:1, 3–5). This planet, then, will be our habitat for eternity, once God re-creates what was damaged and lost by human disobedience, carelessness, and abuse. Such a perspective, while maintaining our responsibility toward other humans and the natural environment, gives us hope in an imperfect world.

Conclusion

The Scriptures offer clear guidance for those who wish to cooperate with God and be responsible caretakers of this planet’s ecosphere. We are to interact creatively with nature, using our resources frugally, promoting balanced conservation and health, restoring wherever we can, and making our planet thrive while we await the total re-creation and shalom that God has promised.\(^\text{18}\)

\(^{18}\) For a more extended version of this article, see Stephen Dunbar, James Gibson, and Humberto M. Rasi, eds., Entrusted: Christians and Environment/Care (Montemorelos, Mexico: Adventus International University Publishers, 2013).

HUMBERTO M. RASI
Igniting my heart again

There was a time in my life when I had a fire for outreach that, in time, faded out. But in December 2012, Cruise With a Mission rekindled my passion. Going in, I did not know what to expect. I understood our mission trip would be at various ports, but I did not realize it would include worship on board.

In Jamaica, some of us went to a Christian school, where I was given a class of 50 three-year-olds. I told and retold the story of Baby Jesus then got them to sing songs. When snack time arrived, the kids gobbled up their food. I was famished and dizzy from the heat, and a boy offered me a plantain chip with his dirty hands. I graciously ate it. Then, one after another, students lined up, giving me their food. All this time I was talking to them, yet their giving showed me that they were walking God. As I said goodbye, I crouched down and told each one, “Jesus loves you. Never forget that.”

Back on the ship, a fire started to burn within me. There was a young adult, Paul, not associated with our group, whom I had met earlier. I prayed that I would see him again. Indeed I did see him and invited him to church on Sabbath. I was shocked when he sat next to me. During the sermon appeal to “get out of the boat,” Paul dedicated his life to God. With tears in my eyes, I joined him. My mission has not ended. My fire continues to burn. Watch out! A wildfire may be headed your way!

—Ricardo Bacchus serves as editorial assistant for the CQ Bible study guide, Silver Spring, Maryland, United States.
A recent social media post by a friend asked whether or not people would be offended by a visit from their pastor. Within a short time, more than 100 responses uniformly agreed that some of their most meaningful spiritual moments came from caring pastors during a pastoral visit. Most went on to deplore the fact that pastors today do not visit them at home anymore.

Pastoral visits were incredibly influential in shaping my own Christian experience; and now, as a pastor, I see them as essential for staying in touch with the heartbeat of my congregation. Having pastored a three-church rural district as well as a larger, metropolitan multipastor staff, I have found that in both instances developing a regular visitation plan resulted in some of my most influential time in the pastorate.

In this article, I want to share what I have learned about the art of the pastoral visit.

What is a pastoral visit?

For starters, a pastoral visit should be defined as a meaningful point of contact, which creates an intentional spiritual moment, most notably outside of the immediate confines of the church and/or church school. For many people, this may look very different. I have had such moments attending a sporting event for a youth group, going on a Sabbath afternoon hike, or meeting people in the hospital or in their homes. When we had a smaller congregation, we used to love inviting the entire church over to our home, but later on, with a larger church, this became much more difficult. Not every pastor is in a position to entertain, but I am continually amazed when we have someone over and people discover that a pastor is a normal human being.

Yet whatever situation this occurs within, I would suggest that every pastoral visit have a couple of key parameters:

1. **Relationship building.** One of the great advantages of the pastoral visit is bonding with your church members before a crisis occurs, so that when there is a problem they do not view you as someone who came to “beat them up,” but rather as someone there to help.

2. **Spiritual moment.** Again and again, I am surprised when I ask people the simple question, “How is your walk with Jesus?” and how much this impacts those whom I visit. The question can take a variety of different forms, but at its core is the intent to find out in a non-judgmental way where they are spiritually. Sometimes I will share a Bible promise or something that jumped out to me that day in my devotions.

3. **Connection with the church.** I like to ask people how they are doing at staying connected with the church. This is a great opportunity for feedback. Are they getting our church email or print newsletters? How can I, as a pastor, improve and become more effective? By focusing the conversation on how I can improve, I have learned a lot about how to become more effective in my church and as a pastor.

4. **Prayer.** Never leave without having a meaningful moment in prayer. At times, this has been awkward because there may not be a good place to pray, but just stopping where you are for a brief prayer can mean a great deal to the person with whom you are spending time.

Developing a visitation plan

The most effective pastors do not just wait for church members to call them but instead develop a proactive plan for reaching out. I have run across several ways that help make this possible in both small and large congregations.

Set a goal of visiting each of the families in your church once a year. Do not bother announcing up front that you want to visit because church members will not believe you until you show up. I keep a church directory in my car that I make notes in about each family—especially those who have a tenuous connection—and check off any significant points of contact, be it a Sabbath lunch invitation over to our home (for those who are more shy) or an intentional visit to their home. Some of my most fun “visits” were going in squad cars along with one of our church members, a law enforcement officer. I will never forget sitting in a police car...
as he asked me to pray for him and his family about very personal issues. It was only after I had spent eight hours chasing criminals through the night that he felt comfortable enough to open up to me.

Some pastors develop more elaborate plans that encompass dividing up the pastoral staff or elders by geographic regions or even age demographics. And these plans can work too. Obviously, this is increasingly challenging the larger the church (both in terms of church size or quantity of churches for multichurch districts). Yet it can and should be done. And visits are especially productive when they happen in conjunction with a fellow pastor or church elder. After all, Jesus sent His disciples out “two by two” (see Mark 6:7).

Finally, I discovered from one of my pastors, Pastor John Brunt, when I was a member at Azure Hills Seventh-day Adventist Church, that developing a birthday list is a great way to keep in touch. As the senior pastor of a congregation with some 3,000 members, he took time to call me each year. I have never forgotten the first time he called. Pastor Brunt was on vacation, although I did not know that until later, but he still took a few minutes to let me know that he cared. Since then, as a pastor, I have found that many church members have been surprised—especially those on the margins of the church—when I have called them just to let them know that someone cares about them on their birthdays.

Special visitation

There are special kinds of pastoral visits that deserve specific kinds of additional skills: hospital, military, and jail or prison visitation. Some words of advice about each are in order.

Hospital visits. In my first pastorate, I signed up with other clergy to become a volunteer hospital chaplain. We rotated on a regular basis; once every two months, I was on call for a week. Each day I made rounds, visiting those who were open to a chaplain’s visit.

• **Always begin on a neutral tone.** I loved to ask the question, “So how did you manage to get all of this attention?” That typically would generate a chuckle. My purpose was not to learn about their maladies but to begin a conversation that emphasized listening.

• **Be sensitive to different religious backgrounds.** In a rural part of the country, I was surprised by the religious diversity. Instead of seeing myself as the person to minister to each person, I would try to put people in touch with others who could help them better. If they were Catholic, I would help the person find a local priest or nun. Fortunately, I was friends with most of the clergy from a variety of denominations, so it was easy to assist people in finding help.

• **Just be yourself.** I once went in and met a man who, after I introduced myself, told me to “Go away.” When I inquired further, he said that I was just too young and had not experienced enough pain in my life. I said that I would call an older chaplain and, as I left, I told him I would be upset if I came back to find that the older chaplain was too old. He later let me come back.

• **Be prepared for death.** I did rounds one day and had four people in a row die after my visit. Some people are waiting for someone to pray with them so that they feel that they have permission to die. The nurses thereafter dubbed me the “Grim Reaper.”

• **Respect privacy.** With the Health Information Privacy Rule and other government regulations, remember the importance of not revealing the identity of people you visit, including their medical conditions. Even when I had church members in the hospital, I would specifically ask their permission whether it was all right to add the people to the prayer list for the church. Sometimes the answer was Yes; but other times, it was a definite No.

• **Get identification and certification.** Most hospitals have an accreditation program that allows you to visit church members or join a chaplain’s group. Better yet, get certified through the Association for Clinical Pastoral Education (ACPE). Find out more at www.acpe.edu.

**Military visits.** Because I pastored near an air force base, I discovered that visiting members in the military involved an entirely different set of skills, the hardest of which was learning military protocol.

• **Identify military personnel.** By simply knowing who they are, including those in the reserves, you can better anticipate deployments. If you can, try to be there for significant occasions, especially when they leave or come back from a tour of duty.

• **Base access.** Many military families live on base and require a military ID to get on base. Many bases have a chaplain’s office. It helps to introduce yourself at the local chaplain’s office. The chaplain can help you gain access when needed; or, if possible, another church member in the armed services can assist you.

• **Dedicatory prayer.** Regardless of how you may or may not feel about combat, it is a good idea to have a prayer of dedication in front of the church each time a church member is deployed. In our church, we lay hands on him or her and ask God to watch over the church member while he or she is away. Some churches even put up a map where they have pictures to remind the congregation to lift up both the individual as well as his or her family in regular prayer.

• **Jail or prison visitation.** Without fail, every church I have pastored had members who have been incarcerated. Whatever the particular case, when you move into a parish, it helps to introduce yourself to the local constabulary so that when you need access, you can do so.

• **Accreditation.** Clergy visits in many cases have to be arranged ahead of
time so that jail or prison authorities can do a background check and make sure that you are safe to visit.

- **Limited access.** Do not be surprised when you have to talk to the person in a limited access situation—whether through glass or in a small room.
- **Limited literature.** I find that people I visit are incredibly open to spiritual things as they reevaluate their own bad decisions. Try calling in advance to find out what literature is already on hand that can be shared with the individual. Most hardbound books are banned. Expect any material that is allowed to be carefully searched.
- **Consider a jail ministry.** In some places, especially near large federal prisons, some churches have become intentional about developing a regular prison ministry. Such a ministry can have far-reaching evangelistic effects.

**Conclusion**

As with anything, too much of a good thing can become problematic. I will never forget attending a conference constituency session where an elderly minister criticized younger pastors for not doing pastoral visitation. Since I was one of the young pastors, I was curious to find out what he meant. One member confided in me that this retired pastor scared people by trying to visit them too much. It was a point of pride for him to visit 25 or more homes in a day. How he did that was a mystery to me, but the problem was that each member became merely a checklist on his objective to fulfill his own goal. The same church member told me that he or she hid and did not answer the door so that he or she would not have to endure “another visit.”

Ultimately, the art of pastoral visitation centers on building meaningful relationships. Obviously, a healthy dose of common sense is essential because each person is different and has unique needs. There is no one-size-fits-all solution that every pastor should do, although some of the things that I have learned in my own experience I hope will inspire other pastors to connect and utilize the pastoral visit as a meaningful extension of his or her pastoral ministry.

Tell us what you think about this article. Email MinistryMagazine@gc.adventist.org or visit www.facebook.com/MinistryMagazine.
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Conflict is in the air from the beginning of the Gospel of John. “Now when Jesus learned that the Pharisees had heard, ‘Jesus is making and baptizing more disciples than John’ . . . he left Judea and started back to Galilee” (John 4:1, 3).

To the Pharisees, the growing impact of Jesus did not seem to be a good omen. And so, sensing the first drafts of hostility, Jesus “left Judea and started back to Galilee” (v. 3).

At that point, John introduces a subtle break in the story. “But he had to go through Samaria” (v. 4). The word but is soft, but there is, nevertheless, a flag waving to the reader to slow down. Did Jesus, strictly speaking, have to go through Samaria? What lies behind the notion that Jesus had to go through Samaria? There were other routes between Judea and Galilee—the coastal route or the Jordan Valley. Of course, observant Jews at the time of Jesus did not go through Samaria because they did not want to be contaminated by contact with Samaritans.

So what does the notion of necessity seen in the phrase “but he had to” mean? In the Gospel of John, Jesus never, or almost never, will do things simply because circumstances make Him do it.

This imposes on the reader the task of finding some other explanation for the necessity in this story. The “but” at the beginning of the verse nudges us further in a different direction. Jesus has to go through Samaria not because Samaria is on His way, but because Samaria is on His mind. He goes there by necessity, but the necessity is in Him, not in His circumstances.

One on one with a woman of Samaria

And so, at high noon, we find Jesus in Samaria.

So he came to a Samaritan city called Sychar, near the plot of ground that Jacob had given to his son Joseph. Jacob’s well was there, and Jesus, tired out by his journey, was sitting by the well. It was about noon.

A Samaritan woman came to draw water, and Jesus said to her, “Give me a drink.” (His disciples had gone to the city to buy food.) The Samaritan woman said to him, “How is it that you, a Jew, ask a drink of me, a woman of Samaria?” (Jews do not share things in common with Samaritans.) (vv. 5–9).

To read these five verses takes about 30 seconds. Let us call that narrative time. But how long was the actual time in this exchange?

My reconstruction will be something like this: He comes to the well first. She comes alone, not expecting anyone to be there. The situation is awkward because she has chosen the time of day when there is the least chance for running into other people. She eyes the stranger warily while Jesus does not pretend that she has not come there. Awareness of the other is the first element in the encounter.

She will complete her errand despite the stranger sitting at the well. At this point, we have three main options. In option number one, Jesus begins the conversation immediately, asking for water, but He never gets any water because she immediately rejoins that the question is out of character with Jewish-Samaritan relations. In option number two, she lowers the bucket to get her water before anything is said. This takes time because, as she will say moments later, “‘the well is deep’” (v. 11), 125–240 feet deep by various estimates. Ten minutes, perhaps more, might have transpired before anyone says anything. In option number three, He asks for water right away. She proceeds to lower the bucket, saying nothing until she has the water.

Of these three options, the first one is the weakest even though this is the option that is most “faithful” to the text. In this option, narrative time equals actual time. Within less than a minute of the woman’s arrival, there will be a conversation about water, first, and then about “living water.” Indeed, option number one is implausible because that option allows Him to ask
something of her but not for her to do something for Him. Option numbers two or three are better because they allow time for confidence building. I will go with the second option. She gets the water first. Not until that point does He ask, “Give me a drink.” He pauses in the conversation as she gives Him water, and He drinks it with an expression of gratitude. Only then, when she has done something for Him, and there is a sense of parity in the relationship, does she ask Him, “How is it that you, a Jew, ask a drink of me, a woman of Samaria?”

By now, we may be fifteen minutes into the encounter. So far, words have been few, but communication is not only by words. Communication is also body language, facial expression, eye contact or an avoidance of eye contact, and tone of voice. It takes about 30 seconds to read the story, minus the historical elements and the circumstantial matters, and trust cannot be built in 30 seconds. We are well advised to settle for the 15 minutes or so of actual time before we proceed.

**Barriers broken**

Three huge barriers have been overcome in the span of the first 15 minutes—in 15 minutes and not 15 seconds. First, a Jew talks to a Samaritan, breaching the socioethnic barrier. Second, a man talks to a woman, breaching the gender barrier. Third, a pious person talks to a sinful person, breaching the moral or religious barrier. The latter point assumes the traditional view of the woman as a questionable character, a view that must suffice for now, even though there are other plausible constructs for her life story.

I write this as a pastor with a PhD in New Testament studies, but I also write it as a physician. In my work as a physician, everything hinges on establishing trust. Trust, in turn, is built less by how well we talk than by how well we listen. On this point, the account confirms trust in the making when the woman decides to engage in a conversation that could have been avoided. It is not hard to imagine her hurrying away from the well without saying a word to the Stranger. Instead, she stays to talk. Triggered by His simple question and reinforced by hers, the conversation will be one for the ages.

We will have to speed up from here with only three additional points from the story itself. We move from His need to her need, from her water to His water (vv. 10–15).

“ ‘If you knew the gift of God, and who it is that is saying to you, “Give me a drink,” you would have asked him, and he would have given you living water,’ ” Jesus says (v. 10). She does not quite get the point, but she gets the hint that she has a need and that God has a remedy for it. On the premise of her need and His remedy, she declares, “ ‘Sir, give me this water, so that I may never be thirsty or have to keep coming here to draw water’ ” (v. 15).

At that point, the conversation shifts gears (vv. 16–18). “ ‘Go, call your ▪ In-depth ▪ Inspiring ▪ Informative
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husband, and come back’ ” (v. 16). This might seem like a change of subject, but it is not. What could be better than “living water” to bring an end to the trips to the well at high noon all by herself, as a person ostracized from her community? She does not understand the notion of “living water,” but she feels the appeal of getting water that quenches a person’s thirst to such an extent that one no longer has to make the trip to the well. We should not think that she has prepared for Jesus’ statement, but the statement is not unrelated to the woman’s situation in life.

“ ‘I have no husband,’ ” she answers (v. 17). Her denial could have been the end of the conversation for she certainly could have gotten up and left. But she does not leave even though Jesus allows time for her to do so, or, as I imagine it, He does not proceed until He is certain that she will not leave. He can only say what He will say next when He is confident of having earned her trust to the point of no return. “ ‘You have had five husbands, and the one you have now is not your husband,’ ” He says, adding, “ ‘What you have said is true!’ ” (v. 18).

This move is extremely daring but necessary and ultimately liberating. How He says it (and how we say things) matters more than what He said. Again, a pause on her part is likely now that all is out in the open. What now? “ ‘I see that you are a prophet,’ ” she says (v. 19).

The authorized Greek text has a period after her concession, but the necessary pause that comes with the period must be supplied by the reader. I believe that a long pause is necessary, perhaps several minutes. I do not share the widely held view that she wants to change the subject and eagerly rushes to do so. And, as noted already, verbal pauses do not mean absence of communication. If her body language at this point is apprehensive and questioning, His is accepting and reassuring. If there is eye contact, she is not looking into a judgmental face.

A wonderful progression

There has been a wonderful progression in her view of Him up to this point. “ ‘How can you, a Jew . . . ?’ ”—her opening bid acknowledges Jesus as an exceptional human being (v. 9). “Are you greater than our ancestor Jacob who gave us the well, and with his sons and his flocks drank from it?’ ” recognizes Him as a great spiritual figure (v. 12). “ ‘I see that you are a prophet’ places Jesus in an even higher spiritual category. And the progression in her view of Him has not run its course. She resumes the conversation, asking for the prophet’s adjudication of the dispute between Jews and Samaritans as to the correct place for worship, only to have Jesus answer that neither Jerusalem nor Samaria means anything in the new reality that is breaking in on the world (vv. 20–24). Only at that moment does she strike the ball, responding as though the definitive answer to her question must be deferred to an indefinite point in the future. “ ‘I know that Messiah is coming,’ ” she says. “ ‘When he comes, he will proclaim all things to us’ ” (v. 25).

That sentence would have been a fitting ending to the conversation,
the signal that she should realize that the time has come for her to leave. However, she does not leave even though there might have been another moment of silence. We can hardly imagine that Jesus could make His subsequent assertion except for the fact that it had entered the realm of possibility for her that He, the Stranger at the well, actually might be the Messiah. “I am he, the one who is speaking to you,” Jesus says to her (v. 26). And she does not scoff at the claim.

When the disciples reemerge in the story, no further conversation between the two is possible. The disciples are puzzled seeing Jesus talking to a Samaritan woman (v. 27), and she quite forgets the reason why she came to the well in the first place (v. 28). Now, however, she has a story to tell, “Come and see a man who told me everything I have ever done! He cannot be the Messiah, can he?” she says to her fellow villagers (v. 29).

There must have been excitement in her voice and body language, and there must have been more than a little surprise on their part that the Samaritan woman suddenly and willingly makes “everything I have ever done” a subject of attention and conversation (v. 29). Her willingness to draw attention to her life record increases the likelihood that she was not trying to change the subject when Jesus brought it up. Rather, the conversation between her and Jesus about her relational history ran to completion on the level of body language, even if words are lacking to that effect. If, again, the subject was her relational history, a history involving at least one intimate relationship that ought not to have happened (“the one you have now is not your husband,” v. 18), the relational history has been detoxified and purified at the well. This history no longer represents a threat to her, spiritually, psychologically, socially, and otherwise.

“He cannot be the Messiah, can he?” she asks rhetorically, convinced that He is (v. 29). This is the highest point in the progression in her view of Him. What this term meant to her, John does not describe in his Gospel, but there is no doubt what it should mean to us. Here, the reader of the Gospel has an advantage over the Samaritan woman, knowing explicitly what she may only have imagined implicitly. “Whoever has seen me has seen the Father,” Jesus says later in the Gospel (John 14:9; cf. 1:18). The Stranger who talked to her at the well is the Revealer. That is how great He is, the exceptional Jew who is greater than Jacob, a Prophet, too, and, in fact, the Messiah who is to come into the world (John 4:9, 12, 19, 29).

Reflection
I will suggest four points for further reflection.

First, in this story and often in the Gospel of John, ministry is local,
individual, and personal. “But he had to go through Samaria” (v. 4), and now we know why. In John, “the Word became flesh and lived among us” (John 1:14). Samaria is included in the itinerary of the Word Incarnate by design, not by accident. He had to go to Samaria because that is His modus operandi, and He had to go there because He could not win her any other way: not by a tract, telephone call, or virtual presence on a television screen. In-person contact is the way of this Gospel, and the most consequential encounters in John happen one-on-one.

Second, in this story as in other stories in John, the role of women lack of interest in Samaria is surpassed only by their lack of respect for her. How to resolve this question in our time may be nudged to its inevitable destination by ascribing to Jesus the prerogative to reveal principle and prescribe policy. “I know that Messiah is coming,” says the Samaritan woman in her attempt to postpone the moment of truth. Of all the compelling images in the story, perhaps the most riveting is the scene of Jesus sitting alone at the well at the point when the disciples return and the woman has left, His face exuding contentment. “‘Rabbi, eat something;’” the disciples say (v. 31), thinking of His physical hunger. “I have food to eat that you do not know about,” He answers (v. 32). They wonder if someone else has brought Him food (v. 33), but Jesus speaks of food of a different order. His deepest need has been met in the encounter with the Samaritan woman (v. 34).

Third, we must win a person’s confidence before we can do anything else. Winning a person’s confidence begins with interest in that person. To overcome prejudice, distrust, and the fracturing realities of convention may take time, and this also takes ingenuity and planning. I see elements of this in Jesus’ journey from Judea to Galilee, arriving at the well at high noon, when He will see her one-on-one and by the fact that He breaks the ice by asking her for a favor. Pastoral ministry is, in this regard, no different from medical ministry. Confidence building knows no shortcuts. The programs we launch and planning. I see elements of this in ministry is so conspicuous that it poses a serious contrast to the hand-wringing that the Christian church has had throughout much of its history over this question. The woman gets Jesus’ attention even though the disciples wonder what He is up to. They want to say it out loud but leave it at the level of thought: “What do you want?” or, “Why are you speaking with her?” (John 4:27). They find themselves in Samaria because it is on the way between Judea and Galilee and not because they have an interest in the place. It is not difficult to imagine an element of condescension in the disciples’ demeanor, “Why are you speaking with her?” (v. 27; emphasis added). She, nevertheless, will be the first to win Samaria; she, not His disciples and not a man. For the men in the story, four months remain until harvest. For Jesus, by contrast, “the fields are ripe for harvesting” (v. 35), and the woman is proof of His thesis and the means to bring it in. Their assumption to be so much greater than that of Jesus, is the pivot on which the irony of their dialogue turns. Deeper by far, however, is the irony of Jesus’ own need—not to mention that of his Father—is just as great as the woman’s. “The well is deep,” as the woman says. Desire, however, is bottomless.1

The encounter begins with His need for her water (vv. 6, 7). Then this encounter moves to her need for His water (v. 10). But then, in a moment of splendid clarity, the encounter returns to His need for her. His bottomless desire drives the entire story and is the reason why “he had to go through Samaria” (v. 4). 2

1 Unless otherwise noted, Scripture references are from the New Revised Standard Version.
3 Ibid., 227.
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Evolution Impossible: 12 Reasons Why Evolution Cannot Explain the Origin of Life on Earth


For those who would like a summary of standard creationist arguments, John Ashton provides an impressive list: problems with the big bang theory, the fine-tuned conditions for life on earth, the low probabilities for the chance formation of organic molecules, life’s complexity, few beneficial mutations have been observed, the lack of intermediate fossils, mass extinctions, well-preserved fossils including organic material, catastrophic sedimentary deposits, and many others. The book includes chapters about scientists who reject Darwin’s theory and anecdotal evidence for an intervening God. The author also mentions some infamous creationist arguments: George Dodwell calculating the date for a recent earth catastrophe based on the wobble of the earth’s axis, premonitions of disaster providing evidence for an intervening God, and dreams leading to scientific discoveries.

I have found that Adventist archaeology provides lessons in using these arguments: (1) do not claim more than the data warrants or stretch interpretations to explain things away, (2) work within the scientific community, (3) present constructive explanations for data more than just pointing out problems with existing scientific models, (4) do not place on science the burden of proving the Bible, and (5) use science to study God’s ongoing processes in nature without expecting it to explain God’s one-time interventions.

Some of these lessons suggest caution for using arguments in this book. For example, it is true that uniformitarian assumptions cannot be used to explain everything about earth’s history (69, 77, 136); but geologists do not necessarily expect uniform conditions and rates. Fossils may be out of order in the Canadian Rocky Mountains (104), but evidence there for overthrusting is readily apparent to explain the different order. Fred Hoyle may talk about some superior intelligence (153, 175), but it did not lead him to believe in God. Hoyle did successfully predict a fine-tuned carbon resonance as necessary for the existence of carbon and thus life (148), but the prediction was based on the assumption that earth’s carbon came from long ages of stellar evolution. The creationist argument that radiometric age isochrons are really mixing lines (137, 138) is an interesting suggestion, but considerable study is needed to determine whether it can be used as a general scientific explanation.

The evidence and logic of science are important in understanding our universe, but more than that is needed to draw people to Christ. The best argument is a consistent Christlike “life of disinterested love” that treats even the bitterest opponents with respect, provides a welcoming and caring community, and makes the world a better place using science in service. The Adventist understanding of origins provides a picture of a good and powerful Creator even in the face of evil: (1) Evil is not God’s fault, for He made a good creation. (2) Evil resulted from our God-given free will to choose love or rebellion, thus the Fall. (3) God is fair and just and Noah’s flood provides an example. (4) Evil is felt by the Creator along with us as most prominently displayed at the Incarnation. (5) Evil is limited to a short time in both the past and the future, as alluded to in our name Seventh-day and Adventist.

The author is to be commended for drawing both the religious and secular mind to our good and powerful Creator—trustworthy in the face of evil and able to do so much more than humans can explain. The foreword of the book presents ideal goals to continue striving for: “look at all the evidence,” “have open minds,” and “find the truth.”

Reviewed by Ben Clausen, PhD, senior research scientist, Geoscience Research Institute, Loma Linda, California, United States.

Seventh-day Adventist Church commemorates 150th anniversary

Battle Creek, Michigan, United States—In a replica of the meetinghouse where Seventh-day Adventist Church pioneer and prophet Ellen G. White once spoke for ten hours on the great controversy, world church leaders met to commemorate the church’s 150th anniversary.

The Second Meeting House is located on the campus of the Adventist Historic Village in Battle Creek, the birthplace of the Seventh-day Adventist Church and the site of this year’s Spring Council, a biannual business session of the church’s Executive Committee, its top governing body.

Delegates received a crash course in Adventist history, with a side of some of the more obscure events surrounding the church’s early formation, a strong urging to learn lessons from the past, and, above all, a call to rekindle the enthusiasm early Adventists felt for the second coming of Christ.

“We must never lose the sense that [Jesus’ second coming] is soon,” Adventist historian Jim Nix told delegates. “This is what our pioneers fervently believed.”

Nix, director of the Ellen G. White Estate, explored the church’s early roots in Battle Creek during a morning presentation. When church pioneer Joseph Bates first arrived in the rural Michigan town, Nix said he asked the local postmaster for “the most honest man in town” in hopes that the man would be open to the emerging Adventist message. The man was David “Penny” Hewitt, a peddler so honest that if he unknowingly cheated a customer so much as a penny, he felt compelled to make immediate amends, Nix said.

After a “morning” worship by Bates extended well into the evening, Hewitt and his wife, Olive, were convinced of the seventh-day Sabbath and the sanctuary doctrine. The couple became Battle Creek’s first Sabbath keeping Adventists. In 1860, David would suggest naming the growing denomination the “Seventh-day Adventist Church,” three years before it was officially established.

Delegates also learned about some of what Adventist historian Merlin Burt called “spiritual detours in leadership” during the church’s early formation.

“The Bible doesn’t hide the weaknesses of people of faith, and nor should we tell an incomplete story of our pioneers,” he said.

Burt, who directs the Center of Adventist Research at the church-owned Andrews University in nearby Berrien Springs, Michigan, took the opportunity to defend the reputation of a man many Adventists have viewed unfavorably as an authoritative legalist.

That man, George Ide Butler, was embroiled in a heated debate with other early Adventist leaders regarding the doctrine of righteousness by faith. Butler rejected the notion, claiming it slackened the reins of God’s law.

By 1888, Butler’s health had collapsed. He had been “thrust” into leadership of the Ohio Conference after two dissenters, Snook and Brinkerhoff, questioned Ellen White’s prophetic authority and unexpectedly left the church, Nix said. Butler would later serve two terms as the Adventist Church’s president.

He retired to a rural citrus farm in Florida, where he cared for orange groves and his wife, Lentha, who had suffered a debilitating stroke. Years later, in a letter, Butler said the setting gave him ample “opportunities for meditation,” and admitted that his mistakes were “ manifold.” Mellowed by quiet reflection, Butler fully accepted the doctrine of righteousness by faith and returned to
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church administration, mentoring young members.

Calling the story “redemptive,” Burt urged delegates to apply its lessons to their own leadership.

“Even when God works and changes our own lives, our limitations still remain,” Burt said. “Hopefully, though, when we’re dependent upon God we can be more humble in our opinions, more charitable to others, less critical, and try to understand and care for others. When we are aware of the mercy of God, it makes us more merciful and able to be more effective leaders.”

During a midday break, delegates witnessed the groundbreaking of two new buildings on the campus of the Adventist Historic Village—replicas of the church’s first publishing house and first health reform institute in Battle Creek.

Adventist world church president Ted N. C. Wilson, flanked by presidents of the church’s 13 world divisions, raised bright blue shovels into the air for a photo op, a stark contrast to the gray drizzle that clouded the village.

“May this be a reminder of the importance of transferring truth through the spoken word, and the written word,” Wilson said, referring to the future publishing house.

During an afternoon presentation, Adventist world church vice president Delbert Baker explored how the early church’s outreach method put it at the leading edge of advocacy for equality.

Early Adventists, Baker said, grappled with slavery, equality, and other “defining issues” of the mid-nineteenth century. The church was officially established two years before the end of the American Civil War, which pitted the northern and southern states against each other in a bloody battle over slavery, states’ rights, and the preservation of the Union.

Ellen White counseled early Adventists to let “timeless biblical principles” guide their approach to race relations. Using Luke 4 as what Baker called an “outreach blueprint,” Adventists were “unequivocal” in their belief that the Bible prompted ministry to all people and compelled Christians to “set the oppressed free.”

Indeed, Baker said, early Adventists were a diverse group, well representing gender, age, and ethnicity. A former slave named Charles Kinney became the church’s first minister of African descent. Missionary Anna Knight was the first woman of African descent to do outreach in India.

Progress, however, “was not accidental” or, at times, even “easy,” Baker reminded delegates. It often required the “prodding of members” and the “confrontation of Ellen White.”

Early Adventists also struggled over whether to formally organize as a church, a subject Barry Oliver, president of the church’s South Pacific Division, explored. Early pioneers such as James White were fervent in their call to “come out of Babylon,” which they first interpreted as a challenge to leave organized religion and return to gospel simplicity.

But financial collapse and an urgent need to fund outreach led the Adventist Church to embrace formal organization.

“The development of mission was a clear impetus for organization,” Oliver said, adding that early leaders were equally clear in cautioning that “when structure inhibited mission, it should be changed.”

Formal organization led to burgeoning church growth worldwide. When the church was officially established in 1863, there were 3,500 Adventists. By the turn of the century, there were 75,000 church members worldwide in America, Europe, the South Pacific, and other so-called mission fields.
St. Albans, UK, March 21, 2013—On Saturday, March 16, the first-ever Global Youth Day (GYD) was held, with the theme “One in Compassion.” Adventist young people were asked to “be the sermon” and to be involved in acts of kindness in their localities. The idea was to think globally but act locally.

The young people responded well throughout the world, and while data is still coming in, it looks like this event (on Twitter and Facebook) has been one of the largest global social networking events the church has ever conducted, with more than 26,759 people talking about it and 3,457,327 people having seen the media files published on the Facebook page alone (https://www.facebook.com/AdventistGlobalYouthDay).

Live television links were broadcast through Hope Channel studios in different parts of the globe. GYD was featured live on Hope Channel International from Australia; Darmstadt, Germany; and Washington, D.C. Hope Channel Europe from Germany hosted a fast-moving and interactive afternoon program, featuring live Skype reports as well as Facebook posts with pictures and videos.

Within the Trans-European Division, a number of excellent projects took place. In Norway, young people took to the streets where they were visited by hundreds of visitors as they made free waffles, hot drinks, gave away hugs, balloons, and sang. In Serbia, a blood-donation drive was organized, while in Finland, Albania, Netherlands, Sweden, and other parts of the division, older people were visited in nursing homes or simply in their own homes if they were sick or unable to get out. In the UK, though raining all day, young people were not deterred from singing in the streets, visiting the elderly in nursing homes and hospitals, and giving blood. One youth department became a place of refuge for abused women.

In Denmark, Adventist youth took over the streets in Copenhagen with fruit baskets, tracts, and other literature while the young people in Aarhus braved the cold as they served waffles and talked to local people. [tedNEWS]
The power of love

Pastors, teachers, physicians, dentists, health educators, dietitians—all in helping professions—desire to see the lives of people changed for the better. Yet, for all the energy, emotion, and effort we often put into our work, the results seem woefully small and disappointing. For several decades now, I have often asked the questions, Why do so few change? How could I improve the odds for better outcomes?

Many years ago, I was involved in various smoking-cessation programs in the Washington, D.C., area. The United States Office on Smoking and Health had concluded a campaign in elementary schools to get children to write letters to the president of the United States, asking him to control tobacco and smoking. Many of these letters were very poignant and touching, such as “Dear Mr. President, please stop all smoking because I want my daddy to live. I love him very much. Please, please do everything you can to save his life.”

One day I was offered copies of some of the letters that had been received. After reading many of them, I decided that maybe I should make some overhead transparencies of the best ones and share them in my cessation classes. After sharing four or five of these in my next class, several participants approached me to say that they had decided to quit after seeing these letters. They had identified these pleas with their children or grandchildren, and this motivated them to really work hard to quit. I was surprised at the power these simple messages had. I was beginning to recognize the power of love.

A few years later, I was teaching in graduate school. Like most professors, I had some bright students who were struggling with their grades. Every once in a while one of those would suddenly blossom! What caused the change? In many instances, they had fallen in love with the person of their dreams. Now they wanted to do their very best to demonstrate their ability to buckle down and prove to their beloved they were worthy of responsibility. Again, the power of love made all the difference.

A physician friend of mine recently shared an experience from his years of medical practice. The day was cold and wintery, and he was entering a store in town when a voice called out, “Doctor, doctor, look at me!” Standing in front of him was a woman that he initially did not recognize. She then threw open her winter coat, saying, “Doctor, look at how much weight I have lost!”

After studying her now thin face, he recognized her as one of his decades-long patients. He had delivered all of her children over the years. He was shocked at how much weight she had lost. He remembered the many, many times he had tried hard to encourage her to lose a few pounds; but on the next visit, she had gained a few more. Gradually, over the years, she had become obese.

Now she was proudly grinning in front of him at her ideal weight! He asked, “But what made the difference?” “Oh,” she responded, “it was easy. About a year ago, my first grandchild was born. When I looked at that miracle of life, my heart filled with a love I had never felt before, and I said to myself, He needs his grandma around for a long time. So, I remembered the principles you tried to teach me, applied them with hard work, and look at where I am now. I am so happy!”

The power of love is very real. The power of love can move people to accomplish the most difficult things in life. This is why sharing the love of Jesus is so vital.

Luke tells a marvelous story in his Gospel, chapter 8, verses 43–48, of the lady who had a serious health problem for 12 years, and no one had been able to help her. She timidly came up behind Jesus, touched just the hem of His garment, and was healed.

This lady was timid, but she knew Jesus could heal her through the most insignificant contact—and He did. Jesus loves to heal people. It does not matter how long a person has been obese, a smoker, or any other problem. He happily solves lifelong problems.

Information and facts do not change people, but love transforms and powers change. Our words and deeds must reflect the love Jesus has for all. “In working for the victims of evil habits, instead of pointing them to the despair and ruin toward which they are hastening, turn their eyes away to Jesus.”

How do Paul’s first century words and descriptions of the Roman armor of his era apply to modern living and the challenging situations we face daily today?

Join a group of scholars, educators, clergy, and administrators as they examine and explain the various pieces of armor Paul lists in Ephesians 6:10-18. Explore with them historically accurate armor and weapons like those used by soldiers common in New Testament times. Roman armor was timely; the principles derived from Paul’s illustrations are timeless.

Six of the thirty-minute discussions focus on armor Paul mentions, and the seventh session looks at other parts of Roman military gear mentioned or alluded to by Christ and other Bible personalities. In a bonus eighth segment the five panelists share some of their personal “Aha!” experiences as a result of making the DVD set.

These DVDs are ideal for a wide range of settings from individual and small group use to classroom and home school applications. Each segment has an introduction as well as a series of questions to prompt deeper thought and study. They can be printed directly from the discs as needed.

To order the Armor of God two-DVD set, see sample videos, or for other products (and information), visit: www.biblefaces.com
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“...Finally, be strong in the Lord...put on the full armor of God....” Ephesians 6:10
In a span of 40 days, he takes you through the Bible’s prophecies about events just prior to Christ’s return. He also shows you how to have a thriving relationship with Jesus that makes you both ready and eager for his return. Use this book for personal devotions, for small group study, or to share with others so that they too may watch and be ready.

**40 Days: Prayers and Devotions on Earth’s Final Events.**

**A new study guide in the series that’s igniting revival in our churches.**

**40 Days, Book 1: Prayers and Devotions to Prepare for the Second Coming**

**40 Days Book 2: Prayers and Devotions to Revive Your Experience With God**

**40 Days, Book 3: God’s Health Principles for His Last-day People**

Dennis Smith returns with **40 Days: Prayers and Devotions on Earth’s Final Events.**

**LIMITED TIME OFFER**
Order now and save 25 percent!
On Each Book in Series
Use code MIN-713 before August 15, 2013.

**SHOP YOUR WAY**
- Call toll-free 800.765.6955
- Click www.AdventistBookCenter.com
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